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Since September 2018, I am a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at Singapore University of Technology and

Design (SUTD), where I am hosted by Georgios Piliouras. My postdoctoral research lies at the intersection

of Game �eory, Mathematics and Computer Science. I study Game-�eoretical aspects of Multi-Agent
Learning, Blockchain Economies, and Arti�cial Intelligence. Before coming to SUTD, I received my PhD in

the �eld of Operations Research, with a focus on Game�eory, at the National and Kapodistrian University

of Athens (NKUA) where I was advised by Costis Melolidakis.

1. Research Overview: Strategic Behavior & Multi-Agent Systems

�e goal of my research is to analyze and understand strategic interactions in complex multi-agent

systems. Although such systems occupy the whole spectrum of behavioral and natural sciences, our un-

derstanding about them is intriguingly limited. Decision-making in large electoral bodies, technology-

driven economies without central authorities, disease outbreaks and arti�cial intelligence networks that

perform complex tasks at super-human level are only few such examples. However, no ma�er how large,

diverse or complex these systems are, their structure and dynamics are o�en surprisingly similar and this

is true for a good reason: at their core lies a common building block, the individual decision maker. Rang-
ing from pro�t seeking entities in economic models or sel�sh actors in social interactions to cooperating

atoms, organisms or neurons in biological and arti�cial networks, rational decision makers constitute a

fundamental theme of contemporary research.

�e important implications of strategic behavior in multi-agent environments are manifold. For in-

stance, the adoption of novel technologies (e.g., green energy) is o�en hindered by entrenched network

e�ects (e.g., carbon energy infrastructure). Yet, if a population reaches a critical mass of adoption, then the

transition to the new technology accelerates and becomes permanent. Similarly, large systems transition

to non-equilibrium states, collapse or become essentially unpredictable only due to small perturbations in

their critical parameters. Such abrupt phase transitions are o�en observed in economic markets, political

contests, epidemics and arti�cial intelligence networks. �e complexity of these phenomena constitutes a

critical bo�leneck in our ability to comprehend and hence, to e�ciently regulate (from a social planning

perspective) or to e�ciently simulate (from an arti�cial intelligence perspective) multi-agent systems.

Despite its importance, the development of a satisfactory theory to address these issues remains largely

unresolved. A primary challenge is that most existing o�-the-shelf solutions are not scalable across the

range of systems that we encounter today. On the one hand, is the sheer volume of data and the ensu-

ing di�culties, o�en insurmountable for our current computational capabilities, to meaningfully analyze

these data. On the other hand, is the lack of a robust theoretical framework to reason and make testable

predictions about these systems. For instance, the Nash equilibrium, the standard solution concept for

strategic multi-agent interactions, is not e�ciently computable in large systems. As a result, such sys-

tems are o�en observed in practice to behave in profoundly non-equilibrium ways, much di�erently than

theoretically predicted.
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Addressing these challenges constitutes the main scope of my research. Under the overarching theme

of Game �eory, my interests are concentrated in the following areas

• Multi-Agent Learning

• Blockchain Economies

• Operations Research

At the epicenter of my methodology lies the development and application of theoretical mathematical

models. I use techniques from game theory, operations research, applied probability and dynamical sys-

tems coupled with online learning and optimization. However, the rich mathematical structure of multi-

agent systems o�en necessitates a more diverse theoretical and applied toolbox. �is is where I see the

greatest opportunities to push the boundaries of our current state of knowledge or to initiate ambitious

interdisciplinary projects.

To make the above concrete, in the remaining part, I describe my main research outputs in the above

topics. I outline my current and future research plans in these areas and provide a brief account of my

external funding resources and industry collaborations. A list of my related publications and research

outputs is provided at the end of the document.

2. Research Results and Contributions

2.1. Game�eory &Multi-Agent Learning: A fundamental insight of my research is thatMulti-Agent
Systems (MAS) exhibit a very rich mathematical structure even when they involve only two interacting

agents [L4]. My results and ongoing research formalize a connection between game dynamics in multi-

agent learning and Catastrophe �eory, a formal branch of mathematics that studies sudden shi�s (bifur-

cations) in the behavior of dynamical systems that arise from small changes in their parameters.

As an illustration, Figure 1 depicts the trajectory of a typical exploration path (le� panel) on the surface

of the �antal Response Equilibria (QRE) (the prototypical extension of Nash equilibria in interactions

with bounded rationality) in the famous Ba�le of the Sexes two-player game. �e right panel, shows the

projection (on the x− y plane) of the QRE surface of the le� panel and explains its geometry. While these

Figure 1: �e geometry of the �antal Response Equilibria (QRE), i.e., of the resting points of learning AI
agents who explore their environment, in the two player game, Ba�le of the Sexes. �e right panel shows
the projection of the QRE manifold of the le� panel on the x − y plane. While these �gures are hard to
parse, the main takeaway is that learning in multi-agent systems presents a very rich and highly non-trivial
mathematical structure. Understanding this geometry is a promising direction in the study of the stability and
long-term outcomes of these systems.

�gures are di�cult to understand at �rst sight, they stress the point that multi-agent interactions can be
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intrinsically complex. �e ensuing geometric insights shed light on the theoretical reasons behind the

great variety of outcomes that we observe in practice when these systems evolve over time.

Building upon these �ndings, we design a mechanism that leverages the inherent instabilities of learn-

ing in games to induce an endogenous transition from ine�cient to e�cient outcomes in population games

[L3],[L2]. �e mechanism encourages exploration of alternative options via a transient, non-preferential

in�uence over the possible outcomes of the system, yet it induces an irreversible phase transition.

Ongoing and Future Plans: My ongoing research further establishes that standard learning protocols,

such as gradient ascent and best response dynamics, can lead to (provable) chaos or instabilities even in

two-agent interactions [L1]. Driven by the amounting evidence that MAS can be essentially unpredictable

even when agents behave rationally, a natural question is to seek algorithms or conditions that convey

stability to these systems. Our work in this direction studies proportional response dynamics and estab-

lishes links between games and contests on the one side and market equilibria and distributed production

economies on the other side. �e applications range from crowdsourcing and all-pay auctions (or contests)

to Cournot competition and blockchain mining networks.

�e fascinating frontier of this line of research is the ambitious goal of mastering arti�cial intelligence.

Our results on the geometric features of MAS were well received by the AI community and this is partic-

ularly encouraging for us to continue working in this area. Beyond increasing visibility and awareness of

the derived geometric insights, our current research aims to understand how these results translate to re-

inforcement learning dynamics. �e main challenge is the transition from stateless games (or games with

a single state) to games with changing state (as the ones encountered in AI applications). While certainly

challenging, our current understanding of game dynamics provides a favourable starting point to generate

impactful outputs in this direction.

2.2. Game�eory & Blockchains: More than one decade since the launch of Bitcoin by the pseudony-

mous Satoshi Nakamoto, and the booming blockchain technology and cryptocurrency markets remain
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Figure 2: Centralization in the blockchain ecosystem:
interconnected entities such as mining or staking pools,
�n-tech institutions and intermediaries who o�er ser-
vices – veri�cation, monitoring, data analytics – on pub-
lic, permissionless blockchains may add value to the
ecosystem but also pose direct (solid lines) or implicit
(dashed lines) threats to decentralization.

highly controversial. Will cryptocurrencies rede-

�ne the nature of money as we know it today or

are they just a transient hype? Will blockchains

deliver the promises of decentralized applications

and markets or are there insurmountable hurdles

in their mass adoption?

While the questions are more than the an-

swers, the study of the blockchain ecosystem is

trully fascinating. My research focuses on the in-

centives of the participating agents, the miners

(i.e., the entities who support the functionality

of permissionless, decentralized blockchains with

their e�orts), and the ensuing stability considera-

tions of the blockchain ecosystem [B12, B11, B10].

Among the highlights of my research in this

direction are three conference best paper awards
for my results on centralization risks that emerge

endogenously in blockchain markets and under-

mine their design philosophy and long-term vi-

sion (cf. Figure 2) [B9], on improving consensus

in Proof of Stake protocols (protocols in which

participating agents lock monetary deposits to

participate in the block creation mechanism) via

weighted voting schemes [B8, B7], and on latent

e�ects between observable cryptocurrency prices

and conventional �nancial markets and economic indicators [B6],[B5].
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Ongoing and Future Plans: �e true highlight of blockchain research is the unreserved interest of

young students in all aspects of the blockchain technology. No ma�er how skeptical one may be, the sheer

energy and ambition of the new generation seem more than enough to drive this incredible technological

endeavor to success. In what I consider as an exceptional and particularly enthralling moment in my

academic path, I am mentoring two projects that involve undergraduate or recent graduate students [B4,

B3]. �e �rst project studies evolutionary stability of blockchain mining networks under various update

protocols. �e second is in close collaboration with the Ethereum blockchain (the second largest in terms

of market capitalization a�er Bitcoin and fastest growing blockchain) and concerns the game-theoretic

and dynamical aspects of the transaction fee market.

Much like the technology itself, research on blockchains is largely unpredictable. �e only constant is

the solid enthusiasm of the people that are involved in this technology. �e ecosystem changes at a rapid

pace and new research opportunities emerge all the time. A distinguishing feature of these opportunities is

the tight connection that they exhibit between research outputs and practical use cases. Impactful research

projects require both a proper theoretical background, an element that is commonly missing from current

results, and a robust algorithmic implementation. �is renders blockchain technology a stimulating theme

for cu�ing-edge and inherently interdisciplinary research projects .

2.3. Game �eory & Operations Research: �e bulk of my PhD work is in the area of Operations

Research (OR) with a focus on Game �eory. �e topics that I study and my methodological approach

combine elements from theoretical game theory, applied probability, statistics and operations research.

A non-exhaustive list involves strategic behavior in games, pricing under uncertainty, various forms of

market competition, voting systems and strategic behavior queues.

My main contributions in this area regard the derivation of mild unimodality conditions in stochastic

pricing problems [O9] and the analysis of information e�ects in strategic interactions [O8]. Concerning the

former, my research establishes a previously unexplored connection between optimal monopoly pricing

under stochastic demand and the theory of stochastic orderings. �is provides a novel perspective on

the applicability of theoretical demand distributions in practical problems and a rich toolbox to perform

comparative statics for various demand characteristics. Concerning the la�er, my contributions lie in the

comparison of equilibria between sequential and static versions of games and the e�ects of alternating

information levels in the social welfare and throughput of queueing systems with strategic customers

(Figure 3). While relevant to economics and operations research, I believe that my outputs have a strong
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Figure 3: A queueing system with reneging that alternates between observable and unobservable periods
modeled as a two-dimensional Markov Chain. From a social planning or managerial perspective, our �ndings
suggest that alternating modes of information may improve social welfare and throughput.

theoretical orientation. My papers have been published in the European Journal of Operations Research,
B.E. Journal of �eoretical Economics, Austrian Journal of Statistics and International Game �eory Review
among others [O7, O8, O6, O5, O4].

Ongoing and Future Plans: What I �nd most exciting about open problems in Operations Research

is that they provide well-grounded opportunities for graduate students to familiarize with several main

theoretical concepts that are currently used in the analysis of state-of-the-art technological advancements.
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For instance, dynamic programming and importance sampling lie at the heart of reinforcement learning

algorithms and game theory underpins the development of arti�cially intelligent entities or decentral-

ized blockchain networks. In this way, Operations Research provides a fertile ground for interdisciplinary

projects that can be interesting to students with diverse backgrounds ranging from probability and statis-

tics to engineering and computer science.

My current research in Operations Research involves two main directions. �e �rst concerns exten-

sions of the problems that I studied in my PhD. Ongoing works in the above topics are currently under

consideration in the Annals of Operations Research [O9] and in preparation for submission to mathemat-

ically oriented OR journals [O3],[O2]. �e second concerns agent-based cryptocurrency factor portfolio

optimization. In this project, I collaborate with authors with �nancial and statistical background. Our

results suggest that certain factors of the cryptocurrency market, i.e., cross-sectional characteristics such

as trading volume, momentum or sentiment, carry more information than individual coins from the per-

spective of an investor. �is suggests that investments in factors (features) leads to superior portfolio per-

formance when compared to investment in individual coins. My research studies the optimality of such

decisions under di�erent portfolio management strategies such as risk appetite, access to information and

rebalancing frequency [O1].

Funding and Industry Collaborations

While my interests are centered in the study of abstract models, I am always concerned to test their

predictions in practice. �us, apart from contributing to the theoretical literature of my �eld, my goal is

to place my research results in their proper real-world context and inform policy and decision making. In

particular, research topics that involve big-data, like the study of unobservable incentives via observable

cryptocurrency prices [B2],[B1] or the implementation of reinforcement learning algorithms in large state

spaces, not only constitute important testbeds for theoretical algorithms but also provide rich collaboration

opportunities with both academics industry stakeholders. Indicative of this direction is our research on

the latent economic e�ects of cryptocurrency prices which received the best paper award in the academic

track of the industry-oriented 3rd Annual Decentralized Conference (the premier European conference on

blockchains and cryptocurrencies) [B6, B5]. A snapshot of our results is provided in Figure 4.

Figure 4: �e Bitcoin and Etherum actual and estimated (log) price series between 2016 and 2019. �e shaded
areas show di�erent unobservable states that drive the observable price series via di�erent economic and
blockchain speci�c e�ects. �e estimations have been performed via a Non-Homogeneous Hidden Markov
Model. �e fundamental challenge in the study of cryptocurrencies as �nancial assets is their close depen-
dence to their underlying blockchain technology. However, their increasing popularity and appealing features
consistently a�ract the a�ention of academics, regulatory authorities, and tech-savvy entrepreneurs.

SUTD’s culture has been particularly in�uential in this respect. Its technological orientation has

prompted me to think not only about the mathematical elegance but also about the practical component of

the models that I study. During my postdoctoral studies there, I joined a project with my advisor Georgios

Piliouras and Ethereum founder Vitalik Buterin to study the incentives of Ethereum’s consensus protocol
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[B12, B10]. Upon the successful completion of this project, my collaboration with Ethereum continued

under a di�erent initiative that involves graduate and undergraduate SUTD students regarding the archi-

tecture of Ethereum’s transaction fee market [B3]. My research at SUTD has been funded by the National
Research Foundation and Ministry of Education of Singapore.

During my PhD and postdoctoral studies, I have participated in some successful research proposals. In

a joint work with a research team from the University of Crete, we applied and received funding from the

European Structural and Investment Funds for the project ”Patent Licensing, Partial Horizontal Ownership

and Optimal Taxation Policies”. For my PhD studies, I won a scholarship from the Alexandros S. Onassis
Public Bene�t Foundation and a scholarship from the Greek Institution of State Scholarships, which I kindly

declined due to �nancial criteria. Part of PhD research was funded by the “Excellence II Research Initia-

tive” of the European Social Fund for Research. I have received several travel grants and summer school

fellowships.
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